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Introduction:

Look animator is component which animates
procedurally head and spine bones to simulate real
animation of body for looking at choosed position
or object.
Component works with all the rigs in unity, namely
Generic, Humanoid and Legacy. visual friendly
inspector has functions which will save your time
you will setup component in few clicks!
if you will like this package please visit page on the
asset store and rate or write review :)

•1/4 - SETUP

To make your character work with tail animator
you must find head bone (Game Object) inside
your model’s hierarchy.
You can use „auto find” buton but after using it
make sure that right bone is selected.
Before playmode Enter with mouse cursor on
parameters like „sync with animator” etc. To
display tooltips explaining them.
With „additional spine bones” you will easily add
more bones to look chain if you want to rotate
additional spine/neck bones instead of just head.
With „Bones compensation” you will prevent
unwanted arms rotation when using additional
spine bones in chain.

•2/4 - Tweaking

To make your character look at other object assign
target game object inside „Object to follow” field.
You can adjust speed and smoothing of the rotation
and define how much look motion should be used.
Inside tabs below you will find another parameters
and features which will help you design desired look
motion for your character.

For more explanation enter with mouse cursor on
parameters (during edit mode) to display tooltips or
go to my youtube channel and check tutorials!
This parameters will solve different problems with
setting up custom behaviour for your project’s
characters.

•3/4 – Additional Features

If your character look motion is stuttery you
probably using „Animate physics” in unity’s animator,
you can fix it with the same named parameter in look
animator, also there you can define mesh with which
look animator will stop computing if become invisible.
With Nodding transition character will use additional
motion when changing objects to look at.
With Bird Mode your character head will do short
rapid moves and other bird head characteristics.

With Eyes module you can make your character’s eyes
follow target, but you need head bones/game objects.

•4/4 – Correcting

If your character pose is much different than your
animation, you can adjust it inside „Corrections” tab.

You can try using other „Fixing PresetS” - check demo
scenes for examples of it but „Parental” preset
should work in all cases.
You can offset single bones rotations in „Bones
rotation corrections”
You can also use this variables for custom
animating. You can see example of using „Backing
Offset” in „Dragon rigging Tutorial” on my youtube
channel.

If your character is not facing Z axis (blue) you can
adjust it inside „hidden rare settings”.

